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An electric circuit is like a pathway made of wires that 

electrons can flow through. It must be closed for!
electrons to flow if you make a break in it electrons 

cannot flow. 



What is an electron?
a stable subatomic particle with a charge of negative 

electricity, found in all atoms and acting as the primary 
carrier of electricity in solids.

Atomic Structure 



 What do you need for a simple 
Circuit? 

1. Power source  You 
need a battery or motor 

that will  provide 
electron flow.  

2. Conductor a pathway 
made of a material that 
will allow electrons to 

flow from the battery to 
the load  

3. The Load or Output.  !
The device that will use 

the electron flow(power) in 
this circuit



 How do you Control Electron Flow?
Now that you have a working circuit  how can you control the 

flow of power? 

 A switch is the answer. 

Because a circuit must be a closed system for electricity to 
flow a break in the circuit will turn the power off. To turn it on 

just re-close the circuit  



!
 What is the difference between AC and DC Electricity ?!

Direct Current -!
is power you get from batteries. In direct Current!

The electron flow always goes in one direction. Because of 
this the the voltage can not get very high.!

Alternating Current-  alternates direction sixty times a 
second. In truth the current kind of wiggles back and forth. 
This “wiggle” allows current to reach very high voltages. !

 



What is Voltage?Voltage is the pressure 
pushing on the electrons in a circuit. If all of 

the faucets in your house are closed, no 
water flows through the pipes. ... This flow 

of water is similar to electrical Current. 
Current is the flow rate of electrons through 

the circuit.



 How  Alternating Current works.!
A Closer Look !

Alternating Current (AC)!
Alternating current describes the flow of charge that changes direction 

periodically. As a result, the voltage level also reverses along with the current. 
AC is used to deliver power to houses, office buildings.!

A C Current is generated using Magnets.  

Magnet
Magnet

Magnet pull creates 
electron flow that 

alternates!
positive and negative 
every sixty seconds .!

!
The electron flow is 
caught in a turbine 

that is spun in 
Magnetic Field  
between two 
magnets this 
electron flow!
travels on the 

conductor  !
alternating back and 

forth 60 times a 
second. !

This is called 
Electromagnetic 

induction.!
!



AC Current goes from the Power Plant to a 
Transformer that increases the voltage so that it can 
travel long distances.A transformer is an electrical 

device that is used to change the voltage in 
alternating current (AC) electrical circuits.After the 

electricity travels to its destination it goes through a 
smaller transformer that lowers the voltage making it 

safe to use.  The ability of this device to change 
voltage is a major advantage of AC electricity over 

direct current 

!
!

240,000 Volts!
to !

240 volts

240,000 
Volts!

to!
240 Volts



Edison -!
Edison as a young boy was removed from school for being 

hyperactive. He mother taught him at home and he read 
everything he could. Early on he started inventing. When he was 

twelve he started selling newspapers on trains and he was 
introduced to the telegraph. Before long he built his own 

telegraph from pieces of broken telegraphs taught himself 
Morse code and ran a wire between he and his best friends 

house and was communicating at night. The telegraph would be 
his ticket to inventing. At 16 he went to work in NY as a 

telegraph operator, before long he invented several 
improvements to the telegraph. A telegraph that printed, a 
telegraph that could send four messages at a time called a 

Quadraplex. He received Patents on these improvements and 
got paid a lot of money. He took this money and opened his own 

lab in Menlo Park New Jersey. Here he would get the best 
equipment and best inventors and begin working with his team 
on inventing everything from the phonograph the first machine 

to record sound to a long lasting lightbulb, the DC generator 
and the DC electrical grid,    the  Kinetograph and Kinetoscopes  
that would record  and show motion pictures. He and his team 
invented thousands of items with over 1000 patents registered.!



Printing TelegraphEdison at 12
Quadriplex Telegraph

Edison open his own research lab

Menlo Park, N.J.

Invents the Phonograph

Invents long lasting!
 Lightbulb

Invents DC Power Generator . Wires Downtown Manhattan for DC Electricity .


